PR OD U C T COM PA R ISO N C HA R T

EasyLobby®
Visitor Management Matrix
WHAT DO I NEED MY VISITOR MANAGEMENT SOLUTION TO DO?
Whether you are currently using a paper guest book for visitor sign-in, have lobby attendants greet and check-in
visitors, or have an unattended lobby, HID Global’s EasyLobby® visitor management can support a streamlined single
lobby or fully featured solution for multi-site organizations.
Choose the EasyLobby visitor management solution that best suits your needs. The decision matrix below can help
you determine what product is right for you.
Which EasyLobby solution is right for me?
I need the ability to….

EasyLobby Solo

EasyLobby SVM

Coming Soon



Access global technical support

*

*

Check visitor against an internal company
or organization watch list





Pull reports and visitor data for auditing
purposes



Customizable

Capture detailed visitor information such
as name, photo, and contact details





Quickly provide an accurate list of who is
in my facility in emergency situations





Scan a business card or government
issued ID to speed up the enrollment
process





Customize visitor badges (ie. Brand,
Visitor type, etc…)





Allow visitors to self register using a
tablet



Customizable

Support multiple languages

Accelerate enrollment with preregistration via quick-scan barcode sent
via mobile
Enable multiple workstations to share a
common visitor database



Local Database



Integrate my access control system with
visitor management



Quickly and easily pull patient names in
accordance with HL7 standards



Support biometrics for fast check-in/out
of repeat visitors



Screen incoming visitors against felony
databases provided by a third party



Tailor the visitor management solution to
my specific needs



*Maintenance agreement must be in place to receive support from HID Global
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